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Abstract: A scheme of the BBS intercepting and detecting system is given in this paper. This consists of packet capture module,
reconstruct and filter module and second analysis and detection module. Packet capture module is based on winpcap and
filters most of useless data. Reconstruct and filter module recovers all text in the forum and eliminates interferential words
to improve the capability and reduce the losing packet rate. Second analysis and detection module searches the username
and password from the text to confirm the lawless degree and alarms the administrator.
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if(!(dev = pcap_lookupdev(errbuf))   //查找网络接口
exit(1);
if(!(descr = pcap_open_live(dev,BUFSIZ,0,-1,errbuf))   // 建立
监听会话
exit(1);
if(pcap_compile(dev,&fp,”tcp”,0,netp) == -1)  // 编辑过滤器
exit(1);






void packet_handle(u_char *useless,const struct pcap_pkthdr*
pkthdr,const u_char* packet)// 处理数据包的回调函数
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选取几组典型的值进行仿真，图3为Quartus的仿真结果，
数据均用无符号十进制数表示。x_in,y_in为输入被除数与除数;
div_out 为除法运算输出，每隔4 个时钟周期clk 输出一次;
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